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Answer four Questions

All Questions have same marks

Q1) (a) Write a program to replace the triangle upper the secondary
diagonal with the triangle under secondary diagonal in matrix
(4x4)?

(b) Write a program c*f to print name of day of week using Switch-
case statements?

Q2) (a) write a program to enter matrix (3x3) then replace the third row
with first row ?

(b) Write c++ program to compute average of students using
structures?

Q3) (a) Write a program c++ to arrange ten value w[10] by ascending sort
using function ? \

(b) Write a program c++ to compute distance Room using structures?

Q4) (a) Write a program c++ to compute the factorial of one number using
do-while Loop?

(b) write a prosram c*+ 1s find y:x - (*). (t') + ...+ #)
Q5) (a) Write a program c++ to enter 10 value and then sorting in

descending order ?

(b)Write a program c++ to find transpose of

^[1 iit] + ":liii't
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Answer Five Ouestions

Ql/A/For these data ,Solve the problem 3F // Cmu.

B/Find the min. no. of late jobsfor the data:

(12 m)

Q2/Find the stutionary point using the necessary conditionfor thefunction

F(xt,x2,xj):x1t 2 4*xzxs-(*)'- (*r)'- (x:)2 , then determinewherher this point is
mqx. or min. onthefunction. (12 m)

Q3/ Prove thut the SPT rule is optimalfor 1 / /l Ci . (12 m)

Q4/ Using the Jacobian Method tofind the optimal solutionfor thefollowing problem :
Minf(x) : ( x)2 + 2(x2)3 +t 0(xj)2

sub. to g (x):x1* xz* xs- 5:0
gz(x): h*5xz*xs-7=0

Xl rX2tXS> 0

(12 m)

Q5/ Find the Bordered Hessian Matrix.
where
Min F(x) : - xr - xr xs
sub.to gt@): (x)2+x2 -3=0

Sz k) : xt +3 x2* 2xj -7 :0
XttX2tXS > 0 (12 m)

Q6 / Monthly Production of afactory are averaged to 100 unit per-day and Demand ratefor
these produced units (D) equaled to 2000 unit , weekly holding per-unit cost is equaled to (10
%)$ where the set-up cost (k) equaled to 600 $ .Determine :-the total time of production cycle ,
the time of production and the optimum cost quantity,Discuss the results that you have got.
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Answer five questions (each question has 14 marks)

Q1: a) State the residue theorem.
b) Evaluate the following integrals:

1)∫

(x2+1)2 dX 可満
Q2: a) Give an example about three Upes of isolated singular points.

b) Locate and name all the singularities of (one) of the following functions

i)/(Z)=鶏 ③くの=多

Q3 a) Define the following
i) The system of complex number. ii) Connected set.

iV)Halll10niC function.

vi)N*(zO,8).

Cltoose (4)

. ,2e' +zt ,22 +22+l -il {'frl onc:l zl:J , 2) !ffidz where c:l z-l I :t
' (z+ -tl, 2,

Q4:a) if u(x,y):x' -3*y' -2y then
i) Show that u(x,y) is harmonic.
ii) Find its harmonic conjugate v(x,y) to form an analyic function.

b) State and prove Cauchy integral theorem.

iii) Bounded set.

v) Closure set.

b) Evaluate the following integrals

Q5: a) Define the Laurent expansion of a function.

b) For z+0,let f (z) - Z' e''t'
i. Find the Laurent expansion of f(z) at z:0.
ii. What is the residue of f at z:0.
iii. Where does the Laurent series converge.

Q6:a) Find cos-r (z) in term of Log (z).
b) Find cos-'1i; in terms of complex number.
c) Find the derivative of f (z) :Log (z). 
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Good luck
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Ql/ Decrypt the following, given that it was encrypted using an affine cipher, and
that the first three letters of the plaintext are "thet'. Note: the encryption equation
for the affine cipher is Y:aX+b

NHMZK LWOGM PLMXG OBMLE LLOXARIIRzu MIZKL OGYHM KL
Q2l A- Is the number 126havingan inverse mod 415? If it is, find this inverse.

B- State Fermat little theorem, then find rr{27 mod 31. Find 062525).
Q3/A- Find all points on the elliptic curve y' = *' + * i 6 over 27, choose one of

these points as P to find 3P.

B- What is the multiplicative inverse of xr5 in Z2[x] (mod xa + x + l)?

Q4/A- Describe the three steps in ElGamal cryptosystems. Encrypt the message m:5
for P:17 and a:6.

B-How does the man in the middle attack work in Diffie-Hellman? Explain its
mechanism through block diagram.

Q5/A- consider the FSR of length 3 with nonlinear feedback function
f(x1, x2, x3) :1@x2@x3Ox1x2 when the initial state is (0, 0, 0). Design the FSR
for this function, find the period ofthe generated sequence

B- Find a single value x that simultaneously solves the three congruences
x= 4 (mod 7), x=J (mod 8) and x=l 1 (mod l5).

Q6/ A- compare between public key and digital signature systems, there are 5 main
differences; state those with the explanation block diagrams for each of them.

B- The basic principles of encryption are confusion and diffusion, define them. As
you know that the elements of an AES type algorithm include shifts, permutations,
and combinations of bit sequences using XoR. which of these elements of the
algorithm accomplish confusion and which of them accomplish diffusion?

Q7/ Answer 2 of the following:

A-what are the differences between the symmetric and asymmetric key
cryptography? State three examples for each of them.

B- what is the difference between message integrity and message authentication?
Define each of them.

c- Define the cryptanalysis, then state and define 5 well-known attacks on
cryptosystem.

Q8/ A-Given X = (1.,2,4,9,18,35, 75, 151,30 2,6061, m = 1250,2 : 4 l. Decode the
ciphertext 2163.

B- Design a S.R. with characteristic poly. xa+x+1
output key to encrypt the word .,Happy',.

and initial state (0,1 , 1,0). Find the
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Ql: The manager of a firm has 5 employees to be assigned to 5 different jobs. The
men are A,B,c,D,E and the jobs are q.,b,c,d,e. He considers that A is unsuited
for b and c, B unsuited for a and c, C unsuited for b, d and e, D suited for all and

E unsuited for d. In how many ways can he assign the jobs to men suited to
them?

Q2: a) How many ways are there of placing 7 non-taking rooks on a7 x7 board if
exactly two lie on the main diagonal?

b) A car registration number is to consist of 3 letters followed by a number
between I and 999. How many are possible?

Q3: 16 people, 4 from each A, B , C , and,D have to select 6 of their number to
represent them on a committee. How many selections can be made if
a) Each country must be represented?

b) No country can have more than two representatives?

Q4: a) Nine men are to be seated round a circular table. How many ways are there of
each achieving this? How many if A ,8, and C refuse to sit beside each other?

b) If a" = Aen-r * Ban-2and ifSr, = et_ * ... *an. Prove that

Sn+3 = (.4 + 1).Sn +z * (B - A)Sn*t - BSr,.

Q5: Let br. denote the number of n-digit sequences in which each digit is 0, 1 or -1,
if no fwo consecutive ls or consecutive -ls are being allowed. Prove that

bn=2bn_t* bn_z(n > 3).Hence findbn.

Q6: A line separates the plane into two regions, two intersection lines separate the
plane into four regions .Suppose we have n lines in "region position'that is no
two are parallel and no three lines intersect in the same point. In how many
regions do these lines divide the plane?
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Answer Onlv Five Questions

Q1\ Construct the block diagram of the follov,ring system (Using transfer

hnction to flnd the state cquation).

ソー4夕 =u

Q2ヽ Determine the range of K for system stability using

method)

力1=たχ2

文2=~5χl-2χ 2

Q3ヽ Obtain the Transfcr Function ofthe foHowing system。

( 1 4 mark)

( 14 mark)

(Liapunove's

( l4 mark)

)
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[1   2]χ

valuc of the functional J

=2.   (14 mark)
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Q5\ Determine whether the system having the following state equation is

Controllability and Observable. (14 mark)

文:=[15  
三1lχ

‐+[:lu y=

Q6\ Find the curve y(x) which give an extremum

- f (y + i\'/'d* y(o) - L, y(L)
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